Name: __________________________

**Trail Mix Math**

**Skill:** Following directions and measuring.

**Directions:** Read the paragraph. As you read, follow the directions to make your trail mix.

It is easy to make the perfect trail mix! Simply follow these directions for a tasty snack. First, put \( \frac{1}{2} \) cup of Cheerios in your bowl. Next, add a \( \frac{1}{4} \) cup of chocolate chips and a \( \frac{1}{4} \) cup of marshmallows. You will then put \( \frac{1}{4} \) cup of raisins into the mixture. Finally, stir together your trail mix. You are ready to enjoy your delicious snack!

Share three adjectives that describe your snack:

1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________